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”Before I put brush to canvas, I question, ‘Is this 
mine?  ...I am trying with all my skill to do a painting 
that is all of women, as well as all of me...” stated 
Georgia O’Keeffe.  Conceptualizing this theory, 
Contemporary female figurative artist Rosa Alfaro 
Carozzi’s feminine dreamscapes speak to her audience 
about the nuances of the female experience with an 
invigorating freedom and a sweeping spiritual energy.  
Expressing the inner depths of limitless emotions 
through the dynamic beauty of the physical female 
form in her expressionist paintings, Ms. Alfaro Carozzi 
states: “I am very interested in psychology. To create 
a painting I look at the scene from an analytical 
and psychological point of view. I see many stories 
within a story and I invite the viewer to engage, and 
create his own story. I create narrative, paintings.”
 
Visceral scenarios are communicated by Alfaro 
Carozzi through the employment of line and symbolic 
figuration, as lyrical color and line maintain equal 
roles. Fluidly interweaving colored, curvilinear female 
silhouettes into expressive canvases, a panoramic 
story unfolds, heralding a deeper universal symbolism. 
Hidden emotions are reflected through the natural 
beauty of the female figure, as her luminescent 
canvases are built up through layers of highlights 
and dark shading. By illuminating the female figure, 
sensual visions of the female form emerge where one 
discovers a luscious softness and warmth. Infused with 
atmospheric wonder, the spirit of her subjects luxuriates 

ALFARO 
CAROZZI
“HeART & Soul”

in peaceful repose and seems lost in contemplation 
and serenity, wishing to radiate an untold story.
 
Fantasy and whimsy intermingle with skillful, exacting 
artistic technique as romantic, floating, sensual 
female silhouettes enchantingly glide through a two-
dimensional surface resonating with a poeticism of 
action.  Alluringly communicating the mysteries of 
being a woman, this spectrum of magically fantastical 
feminine figures stylistically emote the feminine 
mystique. Imbuing her evanescent compositions with a 
beguiling blend of a unique expressionism. Her creative 
spirits fuels these figural works with a breath of life 
and vitality, as her symbolic reveries are emblematic 
of a rich experience and tradition emanating from 
her cosmopolitan, international background. 
 
The alchemy of magical and fantastical elements 
are imperceptibly perceived and are emphatically 
articulated in the  oeuvre of Rosa Alfaro Carozzi as 
she opens sensorial portals to fresh perspectives 
of femininity, love, life and human relationships.  
Award-winning artist Rosa Alfaro Carozzi was born 
in Peru, has resided in New York City, and currently 
lives in Miami, Florida. Internationally acclaimed, 
she globally exhibits her artwork in group and solo 
exhibitions. Treasured in many public and private 
collections world-wide, Amsterdam Whitney Gallery 
is proud to shine the spotlight and showcase the 
artwork of this cosmopolitan contemporary master.

“Lady in Pink”
Oil on Canvas
36” x 24”
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“Everlasting Love Rose”
Oil on Canvas
24” x 24”

With natural instinct, Georgia O’Keeffe stated: “When 
you take a flower in your hand and really look at it, it’s 
your world for the moment. I want to give that world 
to someone else.” Spiritually aligned with the creative 
energy of this statement, Nancy Balmert’s luminescent 
floralscapes bestow aesthetic gifts to humanity, as they 
reflect a delicate balance between the earth and the sky, 
realism and abstraction.  Recognized as “Queen of the 
Flowers,” and as one of the twenty- first century’s premier 
floral painters, Nancy Balmert’s world -renowned floral 
paintings illustrate the visual heritage of the 19th century 
French Impressionists as her expressionistic color palette 
immortalizes floral impressions of our beautiful world. 
 
Internationally celebrated, Nancy Balmert and her 
husband, Paul, travel the globe in search of the perfect 
flower or landscape, in its richest bloom, during its 
perfect season. Focusing her artistic vision on a moment 
of serenity, the cosmopolitan Ms. Balmert reveals an 
elemental and transcendent dance between atmosphere 
and light. Orchestrating a poetic visual experience of the 
external universe, Nancy Balmert’s lyrical paintings convey 
a visual harmony of color and composition, offering a 
sensorial record of the fluidity of nature. Endeavoring 
to capture the fleeting moments of our external world, 
her sublime vistas speak a universal language of the 
luscious floral kingdom as she invites us to inhale the 
divinity of nature and appreciate its surrounding beauty.

Timeless and inspiring, the incandescent floral oeuvre 
of Ms. Nancy Balmert results in modern masterpieces 
which celebrate the divine beauty of nature, while 
encouraging the viewer to connect with the world. Also 
painting in Seattle, Washington as well as in Texas, 
the internationalist, Nancy Balmert, has cultivated a 
strong reputation in the international art world.  Globally 
awarded for her world-renowned floral paintings, in 2018, 
Ms. Balmert received numerous international awards 
including: the International Prize Leonardo Da Vinci, in 
Florence, Italy, and in March, the International Prize of 

NANCY
BALMERT
“2020 Artistic Visions”

Nations Tribute to Tiziano in Venice, Italy. In May 2018, 
she was awarded the International Prize Raffaello in 
Bologna, Italy. Moreover; in July, she was honored in 
Rome, where she received both the International Prize 
Giulio Cesare and I Segnlati award.  Continuing on this 
path of success, in December 2018, she was honored 
in Bruges with the International Biennial of Flanders. 
Furthermore, in December 2018, inside the Litta Theater 
in Milano, Ms. Balmert received the International Prize 
CARAVAGGIO – a Great Master of Art, International 
award.  Highlighted in both books: The Best Modern and 
Contemporary Artists 2018, curated by Salvatore Russo 
and Francesco Saverio Russo, as well as in Contemporary 
Art Curator Magazine,  she was chosen as one of the 
100 Artists of the Future, and is showcased in the art 
book “100 Artists of the Future” published in 2019.

In 2019, in Europe, Ms. Balmert was recognized with 
multiple awards, including in February 2019, the 
International Prize Botticello, Borghese Palace, Florence, 
Italy. The accolades continue, and, in April 2019, she was 
crowned with the International Prize Diego Velazquez,, 
at the European Museum of Modern Art, Barcelona.  
Honored in June 2019, Ms. Balmert was awarded with 
the International Prize Artist of the Year 2019, in Mantua, 
Italy, by nine European curators who selected her works 
to be one of fifty international artists to be published 
in the International Art Book, ARTISTI.  Her most recent 
award includes International Prize Michelangelo, 
Brancaccio Palace, Rome, Italy. July 14, 2019.
Renowned for her sumptuous aesthetic compositions 
which convey the universal beauty associated with nature, 
Nancy Balmert’s floral oil on canvas  paintings were 
recently exhibited in Rome, Bruges, Belgium and Milan, 
Italy; at the Gonzaga Museum, for Mantua Contemporary 
Art Biennale Mantua, and at the Museum of Modern 
European Art in Barcelona.  Additionally, Ms. Balmert is 
a noted author, having published “Moments of Truth: A 
Tour of the Other Side,” under her pen name, Nancy Jaye
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KIMBERLY 
BERG

Judy Chicago stated, “I am trying to make art that 
relates to the deepest and most mythic concerns of 
human kind and I believe that, at this moment of 
history, feminism is humanism.” A self proclaimed 
male feminist, Kimberly Berg champions his female 
figures through an artistic exploration of women’s 
relationship to nature. Celebrating images of the 
female nude with mystic and sacred images such as 
the sun and mandalas, Kimberly Berg’s figures take on 
a monumental quality, radiating power and divinity.
 
“As a male, feminist artist, I believe we are living 
at a significant turning point in human history,” 
Kimberly Berg states. “A monumental change is 
happening in regard to the status of women in 
Western and other societies worldwide. I believe the 
artist can play an important role in furthering this 
historical transformation.” Emphasizing the primal 
relationship of women and nature, Kimberly Berg 
alternately blends his figures into the background 
and places them as the central focus of the 
composition. Exploring woman’s primal roots, her 
ability to birth, and her goddess-based spirituality, the 
compositional narratives are inspired by a chronology 
of art history and female mythology and prowess.
 
Drawing from photographs, Kimberly Berg renders 

“Temple of the Womb”
Pastel
26” x 19”

his female figures in supreme realism in backgrounds 
that are imaginary. Combining both spiritual and 
erotic qualities of the female form, his paintings 
embody the essence of intermingling media of 
pastels and graphite, as it synthesizes into rich, 
nuanced textures. Studying the female nude through 
a multitude of poses, Kimberly Berg depicts his figures 
as strong, passive, confident, but never shown as weak. 
Composed in divine and organic backgrounds that 
serve as a metaphor for womankind, his integration 
of sacred symbolism such as the cosmos, mandalas, 
and circular forms emphasize his deep worship 
of femininity and the nature, inherent strength of 
women. “I believe it is important that women see 
themselves as leaders and workers capable of changing 
the direction of the world we live in” he concludes.
 
Brilliantly integrating individuality into his contemporary 
master’s oeuvre, Kimberly Berg’s highly stylized 
technique and important narrative lampoon the 
feminine mystique to become a social narrative, 
however, what that narrative actually becomes subject 
to the viewer’s own understanding of the art. Kimberly 
Berg has enjoyed numerous successful exhibitions in 
the United States, an affirmation of his continually 
expanding reputation. Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is 
proud to showcase the art of this Contemporary Master.

“Women-Men Artists: Evoke or Provoke?”
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Helen Frankenthaler mused, “I had the landscape 
in my arms... I had the landscape in my mind and 
shoulder and wrist.” For California artist, Lolita 
Chin, nature serves as the loving inspiration for her 
illuminated landscape dioramas which are influenced 
by the majesty of the natural terrain. Capturing 
the harmonious relationship of the land, Ms. Chin 
embraces the joie de vivre of the topography of the 
external realm as she cajoles the viewer to inhale the 
beauty of nature and to exhale its joy. Transcending 
the mundane of our everyday world, Lolita Chin’s 
oil canvases evoke the abundant tranquility to be 
found in the beauty of nature as she pays homage 
to the quiet treasures of our terrestrial universe.
 
With sensitivity and exuberance, Lolita Chin’s prismatic 
portals communicate that nature is paramount to 
the universe as she commemorates the everlasting 
joy of our world. Honoring the sublime majesty of 
the natural environment, the hallmark signature of 
Lolita Chin’s oeuvre lies in her unfailing ability to find 
something beautiful in our everyday environment.  
With an unwavering ability to identify the divine 
ephemeral beauty in the natural world, she seeks 
not so much to capture the visual image itself but 
rather encapsulate the sensations, memories, and 
emotions elicited in our response to nature. Visually 
reminding us that there is beauty in every moment 

LOLITA
CHIN
“2020 Artistic Visions” 

and in every corner of this wondrous world, she delves 
into the visual minutiae, as she re-creates stolen 
moments and introduces us to her sensorial realm.  
 
Artfully eloquent, Lolita Chin’s ravishing landscape 
paintings exude radiant light and luscious color. 
Rainbows of hues burst from the paintings resulting in 
evanescent landscape compositions which reverberate 
with radiant serenity and harmony. A fluidity of sensitive 
brush stokes illustrate the idyllic quality of nature 
and are exquisite windows to the world. Laden with 
color, her interpretations of the natural elements pay 
homage to color and texture, using broad sweeping 
brushstrokes and blending multitudes of ethereal colors 
to create remarkable and memorable works of art.
 
Lolita Chin’s visual odyssey of our environment is a 
tribute to the perfect beauty of the natural world. 
Cajoling viewers to contemplate their world with 
a greater sense of self-awareness and scrutiny, her 
landscape paintings are poetic portals which send 
a message of serenity. Refreshingly tranquil, her 
oeuvre reminds the viewer of the serene vistas that 
still do exist if we know where to look. Celebrated 
in both private and public collections both in 
Europe and the U.S., Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is 
proud to shine the spotlight on this natural master!

“Pomegranates”
Oil on Canvas
14” x 11”
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Offering a visual response to Lucien Freud’s statement: 
“It is through observation and perception of atmosphere 
that the artist can register the feeling that he wishes his 
painting to give out,” Cora Cronemeyer’s innovative, 
polychromatic compositions are in synch with Freud’s 
perception.  Employing the language of painting 
to visualize her concern over the environment, 
ecological changes and politics, her compositions 
boast a synergy of exhilarated emotion and pathos  
Fusing the duality of human beings with the events 
of the universe, her cognitive, colorful paintings are 
an alchemy of the human spirit, reverberating with a  
socio-cultural visual interpretation.  As she bridges the 
gap between figurative and abstract, natural reality 
and natural illusion, an infinite spectrum of animated 
perception and interaction result in visceral artistic 
visions which transform into a tangible, visual vortex.  
 
Communicating her inner self through her colorific 
paintings, Ms. Cronemeyer creates powerful, 
thought-provoking works which are inspired by her 
empathetic reactions to humankind and their relation 
to circumstances. Influenced by the events of life and 
the people who shape them, she arduously renders 
visual form to her responses, translating inner realities, 
manifesting them to external observations of the 
natural world.  Employing an iconography of words, 
images, and symbols, she metaphorically explores 
how we process these concepts into the ideas that 
shape our lives. Writing is a key element  of her oeuvre 
with hand-painted words which are juxtaposed in her 
canvases  Rendered in a loose hand, these texts are 
inspired by  various sources ranging from political 
events, ecological concerns, societal issues as well as 
the deep voices of inward consciousness, and most 
importantly, her socio-political observations of the world.    

Aesthetically and conceptually, Cora Cronemeyer’s 

CORA
CRONEMEYER
“2020 Artistic Visions”

personal style has been shaped by a range of 1970’s art 
movements, including New Image painting, Conceptual 
Art, and Pop Art.   Like New Image painting, her imagery 
is direct, basic and fundamental with favorite images 
which represent common concepts which are rendered 
in a seemingly casual style.  Undeniably, it is the 
arresting color palette in these works which immediately 
impresses upon first sight.  Powerfully integrating an 
intensity of flushed hues into each kaleidoscopic canvas, 
swirling, expressionistic brushstrokes and a luscious 
jewel-tone color palette complement the intriguing 
scenes. Extraordinary tones burst forth as she enervates 
every color in the spectrum, energizing our interaction 
with the universe.  Providing a window into a diverse 
cultural and emotional landscape, Cora Cronemeyer’s 
dazzling panoramas incandescently illuminate sublime 
emotional vistas with passion, depth of emotion and 
sensitivity. Vibrating with warmth and light, the overall 
effect is one of visceral expressionist introspection 
and aesthetic intrigue. Fluid and imaginative, her 
intermix of a cauldron of myriad of colors points 
to a strong artistic identity in which each hue and 
brushstroke overflows with exploding vitality.  In a 
world of constant change and flux, Cora Cronemeyer’s 
compositions reflect hope, renewal and regeneration.

Intuitive and spontaneous, Cora Cronemeyer displays 
complete understanding of the artistic language of 
emotion, thought and concept.  A passionate and 
lifelong proponent of the arts; Cora Cronemeyer’s 
paintings embody the essence of the resplendence of the 
world. This gifted artist has enjoyed numerous successful 
exhibitions in New York, and the presence of her works in 
prestigious collections is an affirmation of her continually 
expanding reputation. Amsterdam Whitney Gallery 
is proud to showcase the art of this shining art star.

“Lovers Seeking Adventure and Lovers Coming Home”
Acrylic on Paper
31” x 23.5”
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Galvanized by Henri Matisse’s credo: “An artist must 
possess Nature. He must identify himself with her 
rhythm, by efforts that will prepare the mastery which 
will later enable him to express himself in his own 
language,” Denise Cummings’s contemporary abstract 
collage flowers explore in her own unique artistic 
lexicon how remarkably we are sexually similar to 
flowers. The artist states “My work is an exploration and 
continuous study of social, fashion, home decor and 
human behaviors with one another all of which when 
compared to flora I have found amazing comparisons.”
 
Both modern and timeless, Denise Cummings 
commemorates the glories of nature and enshrines 
that which is beautiful with paintings which underline 
the relationship between nature, the body, and 
the metaphysical world. Eternal and enduring, 
Denise Cummings heightens her arresting visceral 
vision by isolating her floral work, both in time and 
space, by removing any indication of human life, 
thereby allowing her oeuvre to assume a timeless 
quality. Possessing an irresistible air of anticipation 
that intrigues the mind and touches the soul, she 
encapsulates an extraordinary intimacy with nature 
and strives for a spiritual understanding based on 
unspoken emotions. Poetically portraying the natural 
terrain, she illustrates a deep respect for the flora and 
fauna kingdom, and uniquely translates her acute 
observations into a spectrum of visual experiences.
 
Wonderfully evoking a visionary world which reflects 
nature’s passion and magnificence, her compositions 
are rich in hue and are a sublime visualization of a 

DENISE
CUMMINGS
“Women Artists: Evoke or Provoke?”

complex, terrestrial realm. Utilizing color to depict 
emotions, she transcends the limits of physicality, 
generating contrasting illusions of translucence, 
opacity, and immateriality, while simultaneously 
evoking the strata of the floral kingdom. Working 
in predominantly acrylic on canvas, her oeuvre 
emanates a sensual anthropomorphism.  With highly 
saturated, bright tones applied in sinuous layers rife 
with crisp, undulating lines, they are intertwined in a 
symphonic rhythm. Cleverly implementing a marriage 
of iconography, the artist elaborates, “Painting is an 
expression of my ongoing pursuit of discovering all 
that life offers…I find all of life to be vibrantly connected 
by a dynamic play of feminine and masculine energies.  
These paintings are my expression of this magic.”
 
Utterly in tune with nature, Hawaiian born-New York 
based Denise Cummings compositions revel in the 
natural beauty of the earth and translate the beauty of 
the world it into a creative realm. Denise Cummings is 
making her Curatorial debut as Curator of “Blended,” a 
vibrant eclectic exhibition of vanguard art premiering 
at Amsterdam Whitney Gallery. Demonstrating a firm 
commitment to the arts, “Blended” is an intriguing 
gallery exhibition combining Pop art, Street art, 
and Collage with Traditional Fine Art; a showcase 
of vibrant colors, forms, and textures. Irrespective 
of heritage, color, beliefs, or political views, we are 
woven from the same cloth; we are blended, we are 
one. This exhibition is a visual demonstration of lives 
without boundaries art without boundaries. Blended is 
Denise Cummings’ curatorial debut, as well signaling 
a new direction for the Amsterdam Whitney Gallery. 

“Vola”
Mixed Media & Resin
25” x 20.5”
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“Organic July”
Acrylic on Canvas
48” x 36”

Ellsworth Kelly stated: “I’m not interested in edges. 
I’m interested in the mass and color, the black and 
white. The edges happen because the forms get as 
quiet as they can be. I want the masses to perform. 
When I work with forms and colors, I get the edge... 
“Illustrating this principle are the striking abstract acrylic 
compositions of Catherine Detraves whose dazzling 
non-representational oeuvre employs minimalist artistic 
language which is integrated with pure bold colors of 
geometry forms.  Explaining her abstract compositions, 
Ms. Detraves states her work is “about exploring forms 
through repeating patterns.  This perhaps stems from 
all the doodles I created while receiving an education 
and raising my twin daughters. My art, even in those 
days, has always consisted of lines and circles, black 
and white, stark organic shapes, and infinite patterns.”

Superbly innovative, Catherine Detraves’s unique body 
of work is filled with explosive color and beautiful 
movement. Colors are pure, forms unfettered, resulting 
in a testament to immediacy and spontaneity as her 
intuitive artistic prowess reveals layers of the human 
soul. Her artistic vision focuses primarily on the interplay 
of geometrical elements, which may at first sight seen 
more like a search for the perfect combination of colorful 
solid geometrical bodies, and ultimately acquires an 
altogether different visual vitality. Navigating contrasts 
and tensions between restraint and chaos, she creates 
depth and movement by playing with repetitive shapes.  
The artist states: “I am interested in the discipline of 
lines against an exuberance of color, and in how the 
crispness of lines needs to be blurred or dirtied with color.”

With the beauty of the shape in mind, Catherine 
Detraves’s work accentuates an aesthetic expression 
channeled through precise design elements. Intermingling 
combinations of colors tones to create diverse image 
variations, her geometrical-based color filled compositions 
are amplified by constructed objects.  Boldly and firmly 

embracing her individuality as an artist, Catherine 
Detraves’s elegant and restrained compositions reveal 
an energized spatial composition through layering simple 
shapes and juxtaposing them against expressive color.  
Contrasting organic forms create complex relationships as 
they overlap within an abstracted dynamic background, 
and there is a subtle change of color and density which 
produces vibrations and illusions of spatial expansion. 
Cool and expert, Ms. Detraves’s judiciously planned 
geometric paintings coordinate a close color rapport 
with considerable finesse, and her spectral colors exist 
independently in space, without altering the over-all forms 
of the surface, or the complexities of the structure itself.
 
Contextualizing a contemporary visual vocabulary, 
Catherine Detraves’s dazzling optical oeuvre manifests 
the dynamic geometric placement of colors and shapes 
in a carefully controlled aesthetic environment. Building 
an atmosphere with simple, clean lines and limited 
blocks of color, this gifted artist utilizes the rounded 
or rectilinear organic shapes in hues, each form and 
shape supersedes the previous one. By transforming the 
geometric simplicity of shapes into complex spaces with 
bold, colored forms, design comes together to create an 
active image where line, color and form coalesce and float 
freely in space, creating a complex relationship between 
the individual elements and the overall composition. 
                              
Beautiful and sophisticated, Catherine Detraves’s 
masterful work intellectualizes a visual harmony 
where colorful, sharply controlled, angular shapes are 
playfully executed within a rhythmic spatial composition.  
Bilingual and bicultural, Catherine Detraves was born in 
France and resides in Los Angeles.  Internationally and 
nationally exhibiting her work, her oeuvre is globally 
recognized for her timelessly masterful works. It is 
the Amsterdam Whitney Gallery’s privilege to shine 
the light on this international contemporary star!

CATHERINE 
DETRAVES
“HeART & Soul”
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“Something Nice”
Acrylic on Canvas
20” x 28”

Arshile Gorkey declared, “Abstraction allows man to 
see with his mind what he cannot physically see with 
his eyes... Abstract art enables the artist to perceive 
beyond the tangible, to extract the infinite out of 
the finite. It is the emancipation of the mind. It is 
an explosion into unknown areas.” Imaginatively 
looking beyond what we can physically see and 
translating these intangible emotions onto the canvas, 
Bogdan Dyulgerov interprets Gorky’s manifesto 
as he inspires his audience to liberate their minds 
from visual restrictions. With the intention to create 
artistic freedom, the innovative abstract expressionist 
paintings of Bogdan Dyulgerov are motivated by a need 
to connect internal emotions with the external world. 

Bogdan Dyulgerov’s signature emblematic non-
representational style focuses on deconstructing 
images to their most important lines, beautiful colors 
and organic forms.  Striving to capture energetic 
movement, emotion and shapes which are essential 
to his abstract expressionist oeuvre, an artistic 
equilibrium is attained as he reveals the delicate 
balance between inner essence and outer form. 
Through non-representation, he constructs a realm 
both imaginary and real, with non-objective imagery 
that converges into an evolving abstract narrative. 
Profound and sophisticated, his mixed media canvases 
intermingle color and texture which metamorphose 
into cerebral abstract visceral compositions 
that are permeated with psychological energy.

The alchemy of color defines the atmosphere of 
Bogdan Dyulgerov’s paintings as each color and 
form lyrically harmonizes and vibrates like chords 
in a concerto. Resonating with a syncopated glow 
and radiating artistic vibrations filled with light, he 
seeks to establish visual harmony through color, 
composition, and varying brush strokes, as his 
variegated colors and ethereal shapes maximize 

BOGDAN
DYULGEROV 
“HeART & Soul”

impact and create the illusion of depth. His current 
series explores our relationship to structures and 
space, challenging the viewers’ perception and 
viewpoint as he urges us to look for the narratives 
beneath the image. Each layer provides inspiration 
and luminescence to the following layer, and due 
to the layering of acrylic, depth and character result 
in his compositions, revealing the structures and 
space that underpins the final image on the canvas. 

Artistic tension is framed by an overall sense of 
balance, infusing another level of significance into 
each work. As he examines balance, and the spatial 
relationship between balance and light, Bogdan 
Dyulgerov’s paintings reflect these elements in a 
gestural, referenced and coded way, attempting 
to make sense of the world by creating balance 
between the known and the unknown, the seen and 
the unseen. What results are paintings that dance 
with energy and life, yet give the viewer a deeper 
understanding of all the world has to offer. Extending 
the artistic boundaries to underline contrasting 
textures which, in turn, are juxtaposed with smooth 
fluid surfaces, his lyrically poetic abstract paintings 
can best understood as landscapes of the mind. 

With flowing color and edited shapes, Bogdan 
Dyulgerov has propelled his expressions into abstract 
dreamscapes of the non-objective realm, revealing 
the invisible within the visible and reflecting on 
the intangible within the tangible.  Award-winning 
artist Bogdan Dyulgerov, is a native of Bulgaria, and 
trained as a Dental Technologist. Since 2008 Bogdan 
Dyulgerov has been living in Malta and exhibits 
his artwork internationally in exhibitions in France, 
London, as well as Bulgaria. Bogdan Dyulgerov’s art 
work is treasured in public and private collections 
worldwide, and Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is proud 
to showcase the paintings of this global master.
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“Freedom VI”
Mixed Media on Canvas
15” x 13”

Josef Albers advised: “You have to cultivate vision.”  
Observing this advice, Akshita Gandhi articulates a 
global vision and is widely recognized as a visual 
raconteur who narrates artistic anecdotes through 
her artwork and photography.  Orchestrating an 
artistic mosaic of the external universe, her oeuvre 
is a fascinating intermingling of complex color 
and composition, offering a sensorial record of 
the fluidity of the universe. Focusing the viewer’s 
perspective on the optical illusion of serenity, Ms. 
Gandhi perceptively cultivates an elemental and 
transcendent dance of non-objective emotion, 
which forms an abstract reverie on canvas. Intuitive 
and expressive, her compositions harvest the 
ever-changing complexion of life with a poignant 
immediacy, while maintaining the meditative 
freedom and breadth of her signature style.
 
Conveying a universal message, her art reflects a 
kaleidoscopic global mosaic and is designed to 
speak to everyone.  With the belief that beauty lies 
in every atom of the galaxy, Ms. Gandhi harvests 
twenty-twenty artistic foresight in her oeuvre 
and explains: “My work is not just a visual treat; it 
engages the audience by penetrating the viewer’s 
intellect, mind and tugs at the viewer’s soul. My 
work is amalgamated with poetry I write, based on 
literary, historical or mythological references.”  She 
continues, “My artwork aims to capture the fickle 
nature of fantasies, whims and reveries we so often 
deem as reality. Besides the title, my art is also 
meant to depict life in abundance.” By challenging 
stereotypes and expanding boundaries, Ms. Gandhi’s 
unique artistic vision focuses on the vortex of life, 

AKSHITA 
GANDHI
“Women Artists: Evoke or Provoke?”

embracing the spiritual and imaginary world.
 
Globally recognized as an artist, philanthropist 
and entrepreneur, Bombay, India born Akshita 
Gandhi photographs slums, quaint lanes, and 
oxymoronic architecture of different cities from 
chic showrooms to dilapidated thatched roofs. Once 
these photographs are printed on canvas, some 
monochromatic and some in color, she uses mixed 
media to develop, employing Chinese ink, acrylic 
paint, markers, etc. Her compelling compositions 
represent our lives, synthesizing both the mundane 
as well as the exciting world we live in. The bright 
colors represent the viewer’s achieved, repressed, 
conquered, and yearning for fulfilled dreams.
 
Akshita Gandhi’s universal message stimulates a 
dialogue fusing an artistic legacy that interconnects 
human kind, with a unique vision, which becomes 
a splendorous visual metaphor for the future.  
Achieving the true balance between creativity 
and commerce, Ms. Gandhi is a Director at SKIL 
Infrastructure, managing their logistics and real 
estate portfolio. With the firm belief that it is 
essential to be a philanthropist, Ms. Gandhi is the 
founder of the Dua Foundation, a social enterprise 
that empowers the vulnerable, enabling them to 
gain financial independence, through art and craft 
skills. Applauded internationally, Akshita Gandhi 
has exhibited world-wide and has been showcased 
in acclaimed exhibitions in Bombay, India as well 
as in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, Hong Kong, 
Miami and New York.  Amsterdam Whitney Gallery 
is proud to showcase this rising global star!
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“Journey”
Pastel on Textured Paper
52” x 41”

is.” Ms. Gould accentuates, “In my “Exodus” series, 
I want the viewer to experience the plight of the 
refugee: Syrian, Afghan, African, Rohinghan, South 
American…the millions living as nomads today. Civil 
wars, terrorism, poverty, famine are driving them 
from their homes. Yet the will to survive is strong. 
I see them hurrying across the horizon, carrying 
only what their backs can bear, their history in a 
bundle. They seem to be in the middle of not reaching 
anywhere.”  Demonstrating that color is not only about 
externally seeing but also about an internal visceral 
feeling, Ms. Gould explores color as a sensation, as she 
visualizes inner worlds and morphs them into outer 
realities. Her masterful use of pastels is imbued with 
a unique expressiveness well suited to her subjects.
 
Mirroring her art, the California based Katharine Gould 
has also participated on a life journey.  Born and 
raised on the East Coast in Cambridge Massachusetts, 
she recalls, “As a young child, color was like food 
for me, bolts of fabric, fields of flowers, the ocean’s 
moods, nurtured me more than my lunch box.  While 
friends had lemonade stands I sold my hand painted 
clam shells.” She graduated from the Art Institute of 
Chicago and received her Masters of Fine Art from the 
University of Chicago. She is a recipient of an artist 
studio at the prestigious Cité International Des Arts in 
Paris, where she worked and exhibited for three years. 
After France, she returned to Chicago and became 
a child psychoanalyst, graduating from the Chicago 
Institute of Psychoanalysis. For the last decade, she has 
resettled on the West Coast, in Los Angeles, where she 
paints in pastel media and has created her most recent 
works. Celebrated in numerous successful exhibitions 
and private collections throughout the United States, 
Ms. Gould’s lifetime immersion in the arts is an 
affirmation of her continually expanding reputation.

Aesthetically guided by Helen Frankenthaler’s 
credo: “Every canvas is a journey of its own,” 
Katharine Gould’s “Exodus” series creates figurative 
landscape paintings which illustrate socio-cultural 
narratives of transplanted fugitives fleeing their 
land, in search of safety. Reflecting on her work, 
Ms. Gould comments, “I have always been drawn 
to and affected by flight, in all its forms: Flight 
from fear to safety, from isolation to intimacy, from 
anger to love and from horror to the unknown.”
 
Transporting the viewers on a visual odyssey, Ms. 
Gould’s artistic compass is a beacon of light, not only 
recording the world around us, but also recreating the 
emotions she feels. Set against a lonely landscape, 
the diaspora of these wandering figures haunt the 
viewer with their silent power as they search for a 
better life and a sense of belonging. Viewing her 
caravan of color and form, crossing land and sea, her 
“Exodus” series presents the elements that lead us 
to embrace the migration to freedom and reflect on 
what it means to be human. Unafraid to face the most 
painful aspects of the human condition, Katharine 
Gould’s pastel paintings reflect a journey, both 
physical and emotional, which reveal the experience 
of flight, abandonment, grief and loss. Her nomadic, 
faceless figures symbolize alienation and exile.
 
Timely and timeless, the exile of the global refugee 
today represents a history shared by many, bridging 
an understanding that we search for, a sense of 
belonging in our ancestral roots. Summarized by the 
Uruguayan journalist, Eduardo Galeano who declared, 
“No history is mute. No matter how much they own 
it, break it, and lie about it, human history refuses to 
shut its mouth. Despite deafness and ignorance, the 
time that was, continues to tick inside the time that 

Katharine 
Gould
“Women Artists: Evoke or Provoke?”
“Exodus”
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“Camellias”
Watercolor 
36” x 48.5”

Henri Rousseau declared, “When I go out into the 
countryside and see the sun and the green and 
everything flowering, I say to myself, Yes indeed, all that 
belongs to me!” Contemporary painter Alice “Daena” 
Hickey’s watercolor compositions breach canvas 
boundaries with luminous floral subjects found in the 
natural world, capturing the delicate beauty of radiant 
flowers and the whimsical flurry of butterflies through 
spectral hues and expressive brushstrokes.  With her 
eye turned to nature, Arizona-based artist Alice “Daena” 
Hickey transcribes the juvenescence and glory of mother 
earth in her illuminated watercolor compositions as 
she creates a spectral paradise on earth. Through the 
transcendence of color “Daena’s” dream-like, majestic 
floral- landscape images are visual metaphors for the 
bounty of the terrestrial kingdom as she encapsulates 
the stoic essence of feeling at peace with nature.

Polychromatic and beautiful, Alice “Daena” Hickey 
creates an ecological niche where fluttering mature 
butterflies traverse through brilliant fields of blooming 
flowers. Utilizing the fluidity of watercolor paint on 
primed canvas or paper allows her to vibrantly layer 
her compositions with incandescent, dazzling forms.  
By combining naturalism with expressionism, her 
aesthetic oeuvre fills the entire reaches of the canvas 
with playful scenes borrowed from our natural world. 
Painted from a zoomed in bird’s-eye perspective, one 
views the scene similarly to the point of view of a 
fluttering butterfly.  Existing freely in close proximity, 
one is able to feel the springtime air rustle the opulent 
petals while the sumptuous aromas of luscious 
flowers in bloom cheerfully overcome the senses.

Synthesizing her nature tableaux into a symposium 
of line and soaring poly-toned color, “Daena” 
imbues her work with thick brushstrokes and a 

ALICE “DAENA” 
HICKEY 
“2020 Artistic Visions”

heavily saturated kaleidoscopic color palette as 
she creates dream-like sublime visions of nature.  
With an innate sensitivity, this gifted artist’s oeuvre 
joyfully communicates the exuberant language of 
the floral and landscape realm through undulating 
bursts of explosive color.  Her arresting visceral vision 
encapsulates an idyllic, contemplative serenity where 
the presence of light and shadow radiate a divine 
visual poetry as the viewer is displaced from his 
contemporary setting and feels he is on the cusp of 
another timeless, yet transitory other-world. A myriad 
of rich, chromatic hues intersect on the canvas with 
a beautiful intermingling of earthy greens, vivid reds 
and pinks as well as blues and bright yellows, all of 
which contribute to a feeling of tranquility and charm.  

Visualizing the verdant fertility and chthonic beauty 
of the environment, “Daena’s” expansive, elegant 
watercolor creations are a joy to behold, reveling 
in the natural beauty of the earth and translating it 
into a creative realm. Each leaf and branch ultimately 
takes on a new life when viewed through the lens 
of her dexterous brush strokes, a re-invigoration of 
our inherent love for earth. Her paintings are rich 
dedications to the land, basking in the graceful energy 
that comes forth, as she successfully transplants a 
splendid vision of nature. Capturing the beauty of 
the floral realm, Alice “Daena” Hickey’s artistic vision 
conveys a message of hope and peace, encouraging 
us to rejoice in the beauty of nature and embrace its 
joie de vivre. Accolades are bountiful for the artist, as 
she has cultivated a strong reputation in the southwest, 
northeast and international art world.  “Daena’s” 
artwork is treasured in prestigious public and private 
collections worldwide and Amsterdam Whitney Gallery 
is delighted to shine the spotlight on this natural star!
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“Iridescent Iris”
Watercolor 
30” x 22”

Adrienne
kyros 
“2020 Artistic Visions”

Georges Braque commented on nature, “It suggests 
emotion, and I translate that emotion into art.” Inspired 
by this philosophy, Adrienne Kyros celebrates the majesty 
of nature in her watercolor landscapes, portraying the 
drama inherent in panoramas and vistas. By creating 
contemporary versions of classic romantic landscapes, 
Mrs. Kyros pays homage to the magnificence of the natural 
world with dazzlingly hued chromatic watercolors which 
reflect her visceral response to the natural terrain. By 
inviting us on a sensorial experience to visit the topography 
of the world, this gifted artist’s organic nature reveries 
illustrate the sublime grandeur of nature.  Capturing its 
lush terrain and gentle expanse, she carefully highlights 
the natural realm with a polychromatic color wheel and 
masterfully brings to life the vibrancy of Mother Nature.
  
With a visceral wonderment for the outdoor terrain, 
Illinois based Adrienne Kyros emotionally responds to 
nature’s splendor and adopts expressionistic principles 
to transmit its harmonic potential. Illuminating the 
juvenescent light and warm colors of the countryside 
and the hillside, as well as ocean views, Mrs. Kyros 
incandescently shines the spotlight on the natural realm. 
Poetic in precision and poignant in purity of form, her 
adroit use of the watercolor medium transports the 
viewer to an extraterrestrial universe of serenity and 
harmony. Cascades of paint create rippling surfaces 
and demonstrate her self-proclaimed fascination with 
color.  Visual dynamism rushes through the picture plane, 
saturating the canvas in a dynamic burst of dazzling hues, 
replete with a richly nuanced watercolor palette. Rather 
than documenting her vistas, Mrs. Kyros nurtures her 
own personal connection with the land and her highly 
color-charged, undulating chromatic shapes convey the 
emotional effects of her unique vision of nature. With 

a cosmic swirl of jewel-toned hues, her symbolic use of 
color has a luminous and radiant effect and unveils a 
mystical world more vital than our illusory experience.
 
Hovering between the earthly and the spiritual, the real 
and the unreal, her exaggerated panoramas provide a 
vivid interpretation of the external world. The artist offers 
a parallax vision which radiates the powerful energy of 
Mother Nature and reflects the harmonious relationship 
between the psyche and the organic terrain. The clear 
quality of light and attention to atmospheric conditions 
evoke traditions of nineteenth century romantic landscape 
painting and twentieth century expressionist landscape 
painting in which the natural world was regarded with 
awe. With her unique ability to employ color to achieve 
ethereal clarity, she encapsulates fragments of eternity and 
freezes them to achieve illuminated visual contemplation.
 
Declaring the beauty and strength of our environment, 
Mrs. Kyros’ watercolor oeuvre underscores that nature is 
universal and can be experienced by everyone. Reminding 
the viewer that the natural elements are accessible to all, 
she translates onto the canvas the ephemeral moment 
of nature. The award-winning painter Adrienne Kyros 
is also widely recognized for her award winning floral 
and still life watercolors. Universally acclaimed, Adrienne 
Kyros has participated in a lifetime of immersion in the 
arts, culminating in a wonderful body of work and has 
embarked on a painting career which has catapulted her 
into a meaningful global position in the contemporary art 
arena. She has enjoyed numerous successful exhibitions 
throughout Europe and the U.S., and the presence of 
her works in prestigious collections across the world is 
an affirmation of her continually expanding reputation.
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“True Colors”
Acrylic & Ink on Canvas 
24” x 20”

Lori
Mole 
“2020 Artistic Visions”

Geographically linked and artistically influenced by 
Jackson Pollock, a fellow Californian, who stated: 
“Abstract art should be enjoyed just as music is 
enjoyed,” Lori Mole’s harmonic compositions 
pay tribute to this Jackson Pollock credo and the 
universal language of music and art.  Weaving 
pictorial narratives which celebrate rhythm and 
color, along with a sweeping spiritual energy, 
Lori Mole explains: “Like Jackson Pollock trying to 
capture energy, I try to capture moments where 
music can take us.” By amalgamating two distinct 
artistic genres: art and music, Ms. Mole’s vibrant 
imagination, coupled with her masterful technique, 
creates exciting musically-themed compositions.
 
Drawing inspiration from Jackson Pollock’s drizzle 
themed paintings, Lori Mole’s “Music Series,” 
incorporates black watery “bars” of music with drizzle 
acrylic paint overlaid. Deconstructing reality, she 
conveys the rhythm and beat of the musical realm 
with lyrical abstract reveries, which reverberate with 
symphonic precision. Externalizing the internal music in 
her soul, her vibrant tones provide a balanced sense of 
composition as her artistic vision comes to a crescendo 
through the mystic realm of color.  Right on key, this 
gifted artist hits a high note with her dazzling palette, 
resonating with the pulsation of color that unites 
her oeuvre. Often adding graphic notes or lettering 
to create bold, dramatic designs, Ms Mole states: “I 
like to think that I’m creating on a positive note.”
 
Transposing her soul onto her canvases, Lori Mole’s 
acrylic art radiates her joy for both music and the 

visual arts. Incorporating musical notes, instruments, 
and venues into her works, Ms. Mole effortlessly 
imbues each painting with a creative power. “I want 
people to see the music,” she explains. “My work 
is based on instruments, not figurative musicians. I 
feel this creates more of a timeless, visual message.” 
Depicting gallery scenes and music venues, Lori Mole 
invests each composition with incredible vitality 
and an irrepressibly hued syncopation. Ms. Mole’s 
expressionist compositions pulsate with gestural swaths 
of bold colors and brilliant plays of light. Tension 
and energy dominate her explosive canvases as her 
masterful color application electrifies the scene she 
portrays.  Evocative, emotional and imbued with great 
visual energy, her modern vision orchestrates gem-
colored forms that vibrantly ascend the compositions, 
inspiring viewers through rhythmic brushstrokes, 
melodic color schemes and compositional harmony. 
 
 It is easy to hear music in Lori Mole’s canvases, 
as her radiant palette and musical forms work in 
concert to embolden the subject matter.  With a 
hidden heart in each painting, this former gallery 
owner and award-winning artist, translates onto 
canvas the sound and joy of music.  Participating in 
a lifetime of immersion in the arts, culminating in a 
wonderful body of work, her career has catapulted her 
into a meaningful position in the contemporary art 
arena. Ms Mole has exhibited extensively throughout 
the United States and the presence of her works 
in prestigious collections across the world affirms 
her continually expanding celebrated reputation.
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AMADOR 
MONTES 
“Coeur a Coeur”

“The artist is a receptacle for emotions that come 
from all over the place: from the sky, from the 
earth, from a passing shape, from a spider’s web” 
declared Pablo Picasso. Visually manifesting this 
credo, Mexican artist Amador Montes’s oeuvre 
reflects multiple realities which allude to the 
complexities and interconnectedness of the human 
experiences. Seamlessly weaving together creativity 
and visceral emotion, he artistically expresses his 
deepest longings and documents a visual search for 
the unknowable. Creating resplendent emotional 
landscapes which are metaphorical portals to life, 
Mr. Montes’ s paintings are not a direct reflection 
of reality, but rather are an emotive expression 
of captured time and inner spiritual space. 

Exuding surreal fantasy and intrigue, Amador Montes 
re-conceptualizes our world, creating a new visual 
syntax which draws inspiration from the mysterious 
realm of the universe.  A fulcrum of fantasia is reflected 
through his unique fragmented forms, reflecting 
disproportionate imagery of everyday objects and 
patterns drawn from his imagination to create 
provocative visual stories.  His labyrinthine creations 
are portals to a cerebral perspective, inviting the 
audience to delve spiritually into the essence of life. 
Filled with emblematic imagery, fantasy opens doors 
to phantasmagoric worlds. With visceral imagination, 
we are cajoled to consider even the most familiar 
objects in a completely new and spontaneous way
 
Blending the fantastical with the real, Mr. Montes’s 
magical expressionist oeuvre articulates the vortex 
of inner visceral human emotions. His dream-like 
forms conjure mystical apparitions which evoke 
a spellbinding sense of intrigue and fantasy as 

they metaphorically transcend the distractions 
of everyday life. Stunning and clever, her subject 
matter is transfigured through the unbridled 
depths of the imagination where creativity reigns 
supreme and exhorts fantastical newfound imagery.
 
Striking and sophisticated, a plentitude of expressive 
colors and balanced compositions breathe life into 
his visceral dioramas. Dramatic black and white tones 
are illuminated by stark lighting which heightens the 
powerful quality of the expressionist emotional vistas. 
In addition, his broad-based palette also encompasses 
a plethora of colored tones. By transcribing colors, 
shapes and rhythms, he organically encapsulates 
divergent visions. Exploring consistent tropes of hued 
amorphous shapes, Mr. Montes sets the intention of 
expressing symbolism of regeneration, mystery, and a 
yearning for discovery. Evocatively expressive, Amador 
Montes’s art magnetically draws viewers inward, 
inviting intellectual and emotional contemplation.

Free of boundaries, Amador Montes articulates the 
essence of emotion and celebrates the human spirit 
as his surrealist compositions bar from the mind 
remembrance of our lived reality. Internationally 
celebrated, Amador Montes has participated in 
a lifetime of immersion in the arts, and has been 
showcased in prominent public and private collections 
in Vatican City, the United Nations, Mexico, Latin 
America, England, Spain, the United States, Korea 
and the United Arab Emirates. In 2018, Forbes 
Mexico Magazine cited him as one of the 100 
Most Creative Mexicans in the World. Catapulted 
to international stature, this highly acclaimed artist 
resides in Mexico, and Amsterdam Whitney Gallery 
is proud to shine the spotlight on this global Master.

“El Recuerdo de Carmen” (The Remembrance of Carmen)
Mixed Media on Canvas 
59” x 47”
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“Between”
Burned White Clay, Glazed and Bark 
23” x 20”

HELGA
PALASSER 
“Coeur a Coeur”

Guided by Leonardo da Vinci advice, “Where the 
spirit does not work with the hand, there is no art,” 
Helga Palasser’s sculptural artwork is inspired by 
this credo.  Believing that when realistic and abstract 
elements converge, the result is inter-dependency and 
a fluent transition between the shapes of nature, as 
well as the shapes of our perception and the shapes 
of our imagination.  The dialogue between Helga 
Palasser’s two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
burned clay sculptures are driven by her systematic 
approach and empathetic representation of the 
beauty of life. As her art creates a conversation 
between the new abstract, geometric, contemporary 
works, she intermingles the old with the new, 
intermixing historical references into her oeuvre.  By 
simplifying the visual compositions and eliminating 
the excessive, her modernist pure abstraction and 
reduction of form and color create parallels between 
herself and 20th century masters and old masters.  
 
In 2010, the Austrian born Helga Palasser started 
to work on the “The Stone Diary,” a book series 
documenting her intercultural artistic cooperation. 
Inspired by her interest in foreign cultures, her 
quest was to connect cultural and social economic 
development through the arts between different 
cultures. Ms. Palasser stated: “The reason why I have 
developed the “Stone Diary” was because I have been 
frustrated by people’s misconceptions of foreign 
cultures I have also wanted to use my position as a 
sculptor to, in some small way, change people view 
other cultures. By creating and producing artworks, 

I wished to combine the creative process with a 
greater project involving other sculptors and people 
all over the world, with the aim to abolish stereotypes 
and misconceptions of foreign cultures around 
the globe.”  Documenting her artistic activities in 
foreign countries, “Stone Diary” is an ongoing book 
series that encourages socio-eonomic development 
through artistic projects.  Among the countries with 
whom she has worked to discover similarities as well 
as differences are Zimbabwe, Nepal, Italy, France, 
Austria, Cyrpus, Armenia, Germany and Switzerland.

Exploring cross-cultural experience within her work 
through materials that elevate and shape the natural 
understanding of the world, her sculptures illustrate 
the fluidity in construction. Accentuated by elegance 
and fluidity, Helga Palasser’s burned clay sculptures 
reflect the sculptor’s ease with her materials and 
mastery of her tools. Challenged by a multifaceted, 
divided and conflictual reality, Ms. Palasser chose 
sculpture as an artistic technique.  Compellingly, 
her burned clay surface treatments create contrast 
and tension, guiding the eye across each sculpture, 
polished and reflective, giving way to raw and organic.  

Motivated to bring people together through art, the 
globalite Helga Palasser has exhibited extensively 
in Europe, namely Austria, Germany, France and 
Italy.  Internationally recognized, her sculptures are 
housed in prestigious private and public collection 
in Europe.  Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is proud to 
showcase the sculptures of this cosmopolitan art star.
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WENDY
YEO 
“2020 Artistic Visions”

Franz Marc proclaimed: “Today we are searching 
for things in nature that are hidden behind the veil 
of appearance. We look for and paint this inner, 
spiritual side of nature.” Crystallizing this philosophy, 
Contemporary Master Artist, Wendy Yeo’s acrylic 
abstract compositions visualize the spiritual inner 
visions of nature which are not readily apparent to the 
human eye.  Acutely connected to the aesthetics of the 
seasons and nature’s tempos, Ms. Yeo intermingles 
an exquisite sensitivity to the natural elements. 
Reflecting her fascination with the external realm, she 
delicately explores the fragility and intensity of the 
inner terrestrial world, echoing the beauty and energy 
of the land, sky and water. Tempered with a delicate 
ambiance, her works balance the fragile relationship 
that humanity shares with nature. Heightened by a 
sense of subtle contrasts, Ms. Yeo emphasizes the 
ephemeral and fleeting composition of nature as 
she illustrates the sublimity of the natural world.
 
Often referred to a poet who speaks in color, British-
based Wendy Yeo’s ethereal paintings retain a lyrical 
sense of romanticism as her glowing meditations 
on color and light blend the line of Mother Nature. 
Resonating with gossamer glimmers of light; her 
atmospheric expressionist dreamscapes depict an 
imaginary vision of the origins of the natural world. 
Seeking to provide the right energy to harmonize 
nature in our environment, Ms. Yeo illustrates an 
immense sensorial cauldron of abstract imagery 
of the terrain, inviting us to be aware of the 
colors of nature and the passage of time and the 
seasons.. Influenced by the changing Seasons as 
well as the earth and the water, her paintings are 
evocative and immersive, engulfing the viewer in the 
shifting seasonal weather, mood and times of day
 

With dramatic effects, Ms. Yeo’s oeuvre reflects a highly 
romanticized view of the terrestrial realm. Her sensitive 
lighting is typical of her canvases, and contributes to 
a fascinating tension between the intricate, weaving 
forms and their highlighting details illustrating an 
extraordinary reflection. By means of the delicate use 
of color, shape, and texture, she records the symbolic 
perspective of nature. Spiritually conveying nature’s 
rhythm, Wendy Yeo magically creates an experience 
of nature’s perfect harmony. Skillfully awakening the 
collective unconscious of the sensations that only 
nature is able to transmit, Ms. Yeo illustrates the inner 
peace and, harmony of the topography. Her expressive 
application of paint transforms what may be considered 
an ordinary landscape into something unique, 
composing each scene into something out of a dream,
 
Internationally recognized as a painter, an educator 
and an art lecturer, Wendy Yeo’s masterful landscapes 
have catapulted her to national and international 
recognition to become a celebrated global artist. 
Emblematic of the perfect synthesis between color, 
shape and texture, Wendy Yeo visually articulates the 
sublime balance of nature with a heightened sense 
of creative energy coupled with an individualistic 
approach. Born in Hong Kong, award-winning painter 
Wendy Yeo works and resides in both England and 
Wales and has exhibited extensively throughout the 
world. The recipient of numerous global distinctions 
and awards and an elected member of the Watercolour 
Society of Wales and the Reigate Society of Artists, 
her paintings are treasured throughout Europe, Asia, 
North Africa, and North America.  Additionally, Ms. 
Yeo is a lecturer on the history of Chinese Art at the 
University of London’s Department of Extramural 
Studies. Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is proud to 
shine the spotlight on this contemporary star.

“Waterfalls at Autumn Sunset”
Acrylic on Canvas
31” x 25”
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AMSTERDAM WHITNEY 
GALLERY, 531 West 25th Street- Ground 
Floor-Chelsea, New York City, is proud to showcase its 
FEBRUARY 8- MARCH 11, 2020 Valentine 
Exhibition starring leading Contemporary Master 
Artists whose works explore the abstract, figurative 
and natural worlds. This sweetheart of an exhibition 
contains a wealth of visual delights reflecting sublime 
artistic prowess. The exhibition is highlighted by its 18th 
Annual “VALENTINE’S” SOIREE on Saturday, FEBRUARY 
15,  2020, which embraces unsurpassed contemporary 
master artworks, radiating supreme artist energy as it 
seductively romances our visual senses.  Delivering a visual 
commentary on the art world of today and pulsating with 
mesmerizing synergy and luminescent artistic creativity, 
these Valentine treasures are infused with a romantic 
mystique and become landmark visual gems as they boldly 
re-imagine the contemporary quotidian. Sophisticated, 
eclectic and evanescent, this visual diary of art represents 
the universality of the world as they shine the spotlight on 
a global artistic language and present various perspectives. 
Emotional engagement pairs up with acute observation and 
intelligent analysis to form compelling, thought-provoking 
art.  Finely judged to appeal to our feelings, these works 
are like sparkling champagne, effervescent and bubbling, 
imparting an important visual message to our minds as it 
touches our hearts.
 

HeART & SOUL is an exuberant compendium 
of three international masters who explore the perceptions 
of the heart manifesting in a unique visual lexicon which 
unites global dynamic energy with aesthetic sensibilities. 
Their passionate, opulent canvases fuse reality with 
the imagination and offer a unique artistic perspective 

influenced by the galvanizing forces of life. Born in Peru, 
living in Florida, ALFARO CAROZZI’s expressive 
female figurative dreamscapes speak to her audience about 
the nuances of the female experience with an invigorating 
freedom and a sweeping spiritual energy.  French born, 
California based CATHERINE DETRAVES’s 
striking abstract acrylic compositions employ minimalist 
artistic language which is integrated with pure bold colors 
of geometry forms which become repeated patterns as 
she navigates contrasts and tensions between restraint 
and chaos.  Born in Bulgaria, living in Malta, BOGDAN 
DYULGEROV’s signature emblematic non-
representational style focuses on deconstructing images 
to their most essential important lines, beautiful colors 
and organic forms as he strives to capture energetic 
movement, emotion and shapes which are essential to his 
abstract expressionist oeuvre.

2020 ARTISTIC VISIONS is a charismatic 
visual cavalcade of eight dazzling national and international  
masters whose distinct artistic lexicon defines their syntax 
of individual self-expression with emblazoned creations. 
Representing a distinct bridge between the world that 
shapes their artistic vision, these gifted artists interject the 
emotional tones of painting with ethereal, optical landscape 
and nature projections. Internationally acclaimed,
NANCY BALMERT, known as “Queen of the 
Flowers,” has an eternal romance with the floral realm. 
This love affair culminates in luminescent floralscapes 
which bestow aesthetic gifts to humanity, as they reflect 
a delicate balance between the earth and the sky, realism 
and abstraction.  Renowned as one of the twenty- first 
century’s premier floral painters, Nancy Balmert’s world-
famous floral oil on canvas paintings reflect the visual 
heritage of the 19th century French Impressionists as her 
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expressionistic color palette immortalizes floral fantasies. 
With a sense of internal energy, her floralscapes capture 
the ephemeral essence and tranquility of nature as she 
develops her own visual dialogue with bold brushstrokes, 
color harmony, and complementary hues. LOLITA 
CHIN’s illuminated landscape dioramas are influenced 
by the majesty of the natural terrain, as she captures the 
harmonious relationship of the land while evoking the 
abundant tranquility to be found in the beauty of nature as 
she pays homage to the quiet treasures of our terrestrial 
universe.  CORA CRONEMEYER ‘s spectral 
toned, kaleidoscopic emotional vistas  communicate 
her inner self through her huetopian paintings, creating 
powerful, thought-provoking works which are inspired by 
her empathetic reactions to humankind and their relation 
to circumstances.  ALICE “DANAE” HICKEY’s 
polychromatic watercolor compositions breach canvas 
boundaries with luminous subjects found in the natural 
world, capturing the delicate beauty of radiant flowers 
and the whimsical flurry of butterflies through spectral 
hues and expressive brushstrokes.  ADRIENNE 
KYROS pays homage to the magnificence of the natural 
world with dazzlingly hued chromatic watercolors which 
reflect her visceral response to the natural terrain as she 
invites us on a sensorial experience to visit the topography 
of the world and enjoy the sublime grandeur of nature. 
LORI MOLE’S harmonic,  musically-inspired  hued-
filled compositions draw inspiration from Jackson Pollock’s 
drizzle themed paintings, weaving together music and 
art, as they celebrate musical rhythm and color along 
with sweeping spiritual energy.  WENDY YEO’s 
acrylic abstract compositions are acutely connected to 
the aesthetics of the seasons and nature’s tempos, as she 
visualizes the spiritual inner visions of nature which are 
not readily apparent to the human eye, intermingling an 
exquisite sensitivity to the natural elements.

WOMEN-MEN ARTISTS: EVOKE 
or PROVOKE? is a compelling, multi-cultural 
compendium of carefully curated contemporary art 
reflecting eclectic yet sophisticated perspectives of  
women’s position and influence in the world. Brimming 
with dynamic vitality,  these “she-roe” paintings are 
ethereal optical projections of women’s position in the 
world, created  to inspire human consciousness into 
thoughtful contemplation of universal desires, emotions 
and experiences. Treasuring  the essence of the Female 

perspective with its eternal visual symbolism, these 
compelling artworks embody a timeless message while 
offering a powerful sensitive narrative. KIMBERLY 
BERG, a self proclaimed Male Feminist. champions his 
female figures through an artistic exploration of women’s 
relationship to nature. Celebrating images of the female 
nude with mystic and sacred images such as the sun and 
mandalas, his female figures take on a monumental quality, 
radiating power and divinity.  Hawaiian born, New York based 
DENISE CUMMINGS’s contemporary abstract 
collage botanical compositions explore how remarkably 
we are sexually similar to flower as she pays homage to 
the magnificence of the natural world with dazzlingly hued 
chromatic mixed media compositions which reflect her 
visceral response to the natural terrain.  India based artist, 

AKSHITA GANDHI articulates a global female 
vision and is widely recognized as a cosmopolitan visual 
raconteur. Narrating female artistic conversations through 
her artwork and photography, she adroitly orchestrates an 
international artistic mosaic of the female perspective with 
a fascinating oeuvre that intermingles complex color and 
composition, offering a sensorial record of the fluidity of 
women’s worldwide positions in 2020.  KATHARINE 
GOULD’S pastel figurative-landscape “Exodus” series 
paintings poignantly illustrate the plight of the international 
refugees’ journey, both physically and emotionally, sensitively 
illustrating the Diaspora and exile  of these alienated global 
citizens of the world, highlighting their flight, abandonment, 
grief and loss.

Like sparkling champagne, COEUR a COEUR 
intoxicatingly bubbles over with effervescent exuberance, 
mood and nuance as it explores the romantic realm of 
the universe. Romancing the spirit of life, these innovative 
international masters’ virtuosic canvases spiritually 
communicate the harmony of the human existence with 
bright, expressive canvases and sculptures that truly entice 

the heart and soul. Hailing from Mexico, AMADOR 
MONTES’s visceral oeuvre extrapolates human 
emotion and contextualizes it on canvas, creating 
multiple realities which allude to the complexities and 
interconnectedness of human experiences.  Austrian 
artist HELGA PALASSER’S abstract burned clay 
sculptures and wall hangings are driven by her systematic 
approach and empathetic representation of the beauty of 
life, as she creates a conversation between the old and the 
new.


